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Vocal  Trash  Rocks  the  Entertainment  Stage  
July 28th, 2017
Rhinebeck, NY – Vocal Trash, once again will present their
seemingly endless high energy show in the Entertainment Tent at
the Dutchess County Fair.

These world class entertainers have

toured extensively, made guest appearances on morning shows,
been the subject of countless news articles and earned a
substantial grass-roots fan base from New York to Seattle and
abroad.
Vocal Trash plays to sell-out crowds all across the nation,
presenting their own “wow factor” experience and making them a
hit with a variety of venues. Their “feel good” music appeals to
every age group and has been known to get people up and dancing
in the aisles. This energetic group combines uniquely upcycled
musical instruments, such as their “one of a kind” tool box bass
and guitar and an upright milk urn bass, with an industrial
percussion section made-up of metal trash cans, PVC pipes, pots
and pans, water bottles, and other landfill-rescued items. After
90 minutes of non-stop action you will have witnessed award
winning break-dancing, singing, tap dancing, comedy and much,
much more. Truly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
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The other angle to Vocal Trash is their revolutionary THINK
Program. Utilizing song and dance, the universal languages, the
curriculum provides useful methods our youth can apply for a
sustainable life. This style of “edu-tainment” is a powerful
tool to teach young minds to use their imagination in a
meaningful way by reusing items that would normally end up in a
landfill.
Visit dutchessfair.com for Vocal Trash’s show schedule and more
information about the the Dutchess County Fair which begins its
six day run August 22.
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